NGALA SAFARI LODGE
Family Suite

SOUTH AFRICA

FAMILY TRAVEL
Travelling in Africa as a family is exceptionally rewarding and
&Beyond Ngala Safari Lodge is a particularly good choice as
a family destination. The lodge offers a two-bedroom family
suite as well as the specially designed WILDchild programme
for young guests.
Situated in the shade of a weeping boerbean tree on the
banks of the seasonal Maponi River, the family suite consists
of two ensuite bedrooms, as well as a cosy dining area where
guests can choose to enjoy a private dining experience or a
refreshing sundowner cocktail. The suite also entitles guests
to the services of a dedicated butler, as well as a ranger and
tracker team and a private safari vehicle.
The only guest suite at the lodge with views of the river,
each room boasts its own private deck overlooking the
shaded riverbed and even the bathrooms look out onto the
dense riverside thickets. The addition of a fully sized private
swimming pool ensures that both children and adults have a
secluded place to cool off from the African sun.
The family suite can accommodate a maximum of two adults
and two children.

WILDCHILD CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME
&Beyond’s WILDchild programme, designed especially for
children visiting our safari lodges and camps in Africa, is
filled with fun, interactive activities that offer opportunities to
learn and discover new experiences and cultures. Carefully
supervised by expertly trained staff, WILDchild activities
include a number of adventures designed to inform and
educate young guests about the local culture
and wildlife while keeping them entertained.

www.andBeyond.com

FAMILY COTTAGE CONFIGURATION

OCCUPANCY

1 family suite (2 rooms)

Maximum 2 adults + 2 children

“Get your children travelling early.
Expose them to the people, the food and the
real culture of your destination,”
Joss Kent, &Beyond CEO
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GAME DRIVE POLICY AT &BEYOND NGALA SAFARI LODGE
The below policy applies to children participating on game drives when staying in the Family Suite.
AGE OF CHILD

SAFARI PARTICIPATION

0 – 2 years

• Permitted on game drives at ranger’s discretion
• Not permitted on walks outside of the lodge grounds or Walking Safaris

3 – 11 years

• Permitted on game drives,
• Not permitted on walks outside of the lodge grounds or Walking Safaris

12 – 16 years

• Permitted on game drives and nature walks
• Not permitted on Walking Safaris

Please note that, due to the fact that the lodge is not fenced off, children are required to have an adult accompanying them at all times.
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